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I was raised by an amazing career military man who
moved his family from one country to another, allowing me
to experience the world but instilling in me a love for
America. I think of how his heart would break to see what
Donald Trump has done to our country.

All my life I was repeatedly told that we do not speak badly about the President. "We

may not like the man, but we always respect the office". My father died never

knowing the horror of Donald Trump as "President" or the decimation of the office. I

DO know and I cannot be SILENT!

Trump grew up in Queens, Jamacia Estates a neighborhood that was built by his

father. Jamaica Estates of the 1950s as "an exclusive and nearly all-white place,

resistant to outsiders and largely impenetrable to minorities." As Described by Jason

Horowitz of the New York Times
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There in his privileged white community with its gates and private police force, that

Trump describes as a "safe" "oasis" is where Donnie felt safe, secure, and no doubt

superior is where we see the beginning of his racist and hateful immigration policy

and his need for a wall.

America is NOT a segregated, white community hidden behind gates though. She is a

beautiful blend of every imaginable color, creed, and culture from around this

amazing world. It is that mix, of freedom to be BOTH fully American & uniquely of

another culture that makes us great.
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PEOPLE seeking peace, seeking acceptance and the possibility of a life without

oppression, will always be on the move, and Lady Liberty was built to welcome them

to our shores AND our southern border. This American WELCOME cannot and will

not end!

Donald Trump now holds our country hostage to his idea of safety ingrained in him

from that isolated, segregated, gated community of his privileged childhood. There

was beauty outside of those gates that Trump cannot embrace or celebrate because he

fears everyone unlike himself.
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Trump from childhood on has fed his fear of the outside world with bigoted and racist

ideas. Imagine his shock, confusion, and outrage when the American people raised up

their voices, called for change and voted for President Barack Obama.

Donald had entertained the idea of being president, but it was without a doubt within

the two terms that Obama served that Trump not only entertained the idea but was

willing leave reality television to do whatever it took to install himself into the office.

Donald, motivated by money and racism announced his presidential run and America

was introduced to his "Make America Great Again" a play on the America First slogan

used by the KKK before him to undo the changes that America's first black president

had made.
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Trump intentionally aligned himself, with "people" who would foster the help that

Russia was willing to provide in their attempt to install him as president, and those

that would support his hate and bigotry returning America to the safe isolated life his

childhood provided.

Russia chose Donald Trump. (Not before looking at and courting others in our 2016

presidential election race.) Trump was perfect for their needs, easy to manipulate,

easy to compromise, to blackmail, and of course, dimwitted enough and unfamiliar

with politics to control.
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It was a somewhat perfect storm and now America finds itself with both Russia and

Trump standing on the neck of democracy and leading us down the path of

destruction. Russia trying to destroy American democracy, Trump trying to Make

America Great Again for himself and his base.

Trump, while portraying himself as the victim in a political war, is refusing to comply

with multiple subpoenas and other oversight requests from the Democratic House.

He continues to obstruct justice and abuse the power of the office of president.

In a desperate attempt to remain in the office where he can line his own pockets at

the expense of the American people and fuel his racist base with hateful rhetoric,

Trump is spawning hate crimes and terror attacks across the country and the globe.
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Trump has embraced dictators and authoritarian leaders, he has alienated and

denigrated America's long-standing allies, he has withdrawn from treaties, ignored

policies and sparked unrest in with his willfully uninformed positions and beliefs and

his own ignorant fears.

"European leaders worry that Trump's continued presidency could bring even more

instability, as Trump feels emboldened, and they are filled with fear at the prospect

that Trump could be reelected." 
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On the homefront, here in America Trump attacks our Constitution, our rule of law,

our institutions, and democracy itself.
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Trump taxed the poor and middle class while relieving the top 1% of nearly all

financial responsibility to the country.

Trump has at every turn dismantled our access to healthcare, attacked the nurses that

provide it and threatened to remove the ACA altogether.

Trump has looked the other way and callously done NOTHING as American men,

women, and children are killed DAILY through gun violence.
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Trump has systematically attacked the rights of women changing and trying to undo

our rights as provided by the law and the constitution attempting to take us backward

in history to what he views as the wonderful male dominate past.

Trump's reign of terror on the American people and the world has been fully

supported by the likes of Mitch McConnel, Lindsey Graham and the rest of the GOP.

It is, however, time for this to STOP if American Democracy and the American way of

life is to survive.
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• • •

It is time for ALL of Congress and ALL of the Senate to stand up and HOLD DONALD

TRUMP ACCOUNTABLE. This is not about the Democrats disdain for Trump this is

not about the Republican blind support of Trump to protect themselves. It is about

saving our republic. #ImpeachTrumpNow

In 2020 Donald Trump, should NOT be on the ballot. The American people deserve

the right to have two candidates that have the character, integrity, intelligence,

compassion, strength, and will to hold the highest office in our land.
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